
Case Study

SEWA Smart Grid Automation Solution
“ZELISKO” & “GOLDENSANDS” 
provide a turnkey retrofit
distribution automation system
for 11-6.6/0.4kv Substation  

GOLDEN SANDS TRADING CO.

Smart-grid Overview
Smart metering and smart grids can only function with a
powerful sensor and secured communications platform. It
must be able to transport all important energy data – in
real-time, IP -based, securely encrypted,as broadband and
more. 
These requirements are met by The low power Voltage
and current sensors as per IEC 60044-7 and IEC 60044-8
uses the IP based tele control Scada and or electricity grid
for data transmission ,thus provides an optimal end to end
solutions for energy supply companies. LP VT and LP CT
technology can close the existing gaps in the Smart grid
sensing area for the medium- and low-voltage grids as well
as between energy suppliers, their customers and the 
technical systems. Here the technology can be used with
other proven standards from the telecommunications industry
including broadband, the TCP/IP protocol and the Ethernet.
In addition, utilities can also ensure encrypted 
data transmission, data protection and data security.

To achieve the required improvements SEWA turned to 
ZELISKO having already seen the improvement to the quality
of ZELISKO Sensors had achived from world class companies
such as Siemens and Schneider.

GoldenSands being a local partner to Zelisko in Middle-East 
region has partnerd with SEWA to deploy a pilot POC 
program with Zelisko Sensors installed into an existing 
Schneider-RE2c RMU (11-6.6/0.4kv) Substation located at 
American University of Sharjah inorder to address major 
issues like Transformer losses, Metering, Earth-Fault Indication,
and Demand Calculation at M.V and L.V-Panels. 
After the success of this POC project, SEWA will move
to a full implementation stage.

CABLE COMPARTMENT OF 
SCHNEIDER  RE2c  (11kV - RMU).

Pilot POC Stage

Major Components Involved
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Transmission of the instantaneous values of current and voltage 
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